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Project:  Hostel for boys at Kihansi secondary school  

                Mapanda /Tansania     

 

1. Project description and current situation 

 

The Kihansi secondary school is in Mapanda – a small village south-west of 

Tansania/Africa. In Mapanda at near surroundings live 6000 people in a 

widely urbanized and rural region. The Kihansi secondary school is an all-day 

school in which students between the age of 14 and 18 years get a 

graduation.   

The school has currently 500 students in 4 grades. The school is run by the 

local government in Mufindi.  

 

On the school campus are apart from classrooms other buildings including two 

hostels for girls. A school kitchen, a dining hall and a rain water system for clear 

drinking water was built by Tushikane e.V. in previous projects.  

The Kihansi secondary school covers 5 villages which together forms the 

government district of Mufindi with a population of 14.000. The longest way to school 

being approx. 40 km. There are no public transportation system or school buses. 

Most students have to find an accommodation in Mapanda village. In the village 

there is no structure for rent accommodation. In some cases they find a „hut“ and 

they are left on their own, which has a bad influence for the attendance in school and 

graduation.  

1   Location of Mapanda in Africa 
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In June 2019 the second hostel for girls was opened with the help of the English 

NGO „Lyra in Africa“. „Lyra“ only supports projects for girls. Together with the first 

hostel now 160 girls have a safe living to attend school. Which has obviously 

improved their education and grades.  

There is no hostel for boys. At the moment most boys sleep on the floor in the class 

rooms without mattresses and blankets. 

By the inauguration of the girl’s hostel and the dining hall in June 2019 the boys 

brought the attention to this grievance and unequal treatment. They demanded the 

attended politicians to find a solution for this grievance.   

At the same time the students and the headmaster asked Tushikane e.V. for the 

support changing this situation.  

Tushikane e.V. takes this request serious and wants to build a hostel for boys. Thus, 

all students no matter gender can have a secure and safe education.   

  

 

 

 

2. Project goal 

 

Building of a hostel for 80 boys at Kihansi secondary school.  

The hostel will include: 

 20 rooms with 4 beds and mattresses and 4 wardrobes 

 Toilets and washing facilities    

 A total of approx.  420 m² 

2   Example for the boys hostel: Building of one of the two girls hostels shortly before the finalization 
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Building restrictions for school hostels in Tansania only allows to build for 80 

students per building. 

The Toilets and washing facilities will be realized in a second step and are not 

part of this project. Hint: temporarily the boys can use the Toilets and washing 

facilities of the school building, they are located also on the school area.  

 

 

3. Project management and key players 

 

Carrier of project is Tushikane e.V. – an association for the support of people 

in rural regions of Tansania.   

Tushikane e.V. declares responsible to procure donations for financing the 

project and to control the appropriated use of donations.  

 

For the implementation of the project Tushikane e.V. falls back on local 

partner TUUNGANE in Mapanda. Tushikane e.V. and TUUNGANE work 

together for 8 years. TUUNGANE is an association of 30 women and men 

from the district Mapanda who has volunteered for regional development. 

 

3   Comparable example of a construction plan of the girls hostels 
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TUUNGANE has successful managed all projects which were supported by 

Tushikane e.V. for example the wells, the rain water system for drinking 

water, the school kitchen and the dining hall. 

For the current project TUUNGANE will be responsible for the local 

implementation too. They will take over the construction supervision and they 

take care over the use of the donations. They will inform on a regularly bases 

Tushikane e.V. about the project progress. 

 

4. Concrete project implementation 

 

Project implementation:  

The project will be implemented in four phases: 
 

Financial acquisition:  until May 2020 

Phase I:    Finalizing the construction plan until May 2020 

Phase II:   Start of construction: June 2020;  

 

         Completion of construction:  End of December 2020 

Phase III:  Interior (beds, mattresses, wardrobes);  

       February 2021 

Phase IV:  Construction of sanitary facilities:  Q2/2021  

 

 

 

 

4   important projects roles and project communication 
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Supervision for construction:  

Tuungane (cooperation partner of Tushikane e.V. in Mapanda) 

Contact person: Tobias Pugili, Secretary of Tuungane (available about 

WhatsApp and E-Mail) 

 

Construction management:    

„Baba Injinia“: He is an experienced construction engineer from North 

Tansania who has successfully implemented the projects rain water system, 

school kitchen and dining hall.  

 

Implementation of the project:  

The implementation is carried out by Baba Injinia and his team. 

 

Local contribution 

1. The students and teachers will excavate and provide the water for 

construction which they have to carry from the river 3 km away.   

2. Involvement of the municipality in procuring the building blocks. 

3. Proportionate coverage of costs by the district administration for 

example for the transport of construction materials. 

 

5. Project cost: 

 

Cost for building:                                              60.000 € 

Cost for interior:                                                  8.000 € 

Total cost:                                                        68.000 €     

 

6. Funding: 

 

Following funding is determined: 

 Tushikane e.V. is responsible for funding 

 The district administration Mufindi will overtake a partial amount of the 

cost for transport of construction materials. 

 The Kihansi secondary school participate with services during the 

whole construction phase. 
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7. Project controlling and reporting/project communication 

 

Project controlling:  

Tuungane is responsible for the financial settlement in Mapanda during the 

entire project. That means Tuungane takes care of all financial matters, 

material sourcing, construction management and construction execution.  

The project controlling includes: auditing, follow up, reporting and 

transparency through every building phase.   

TUUNGANE will inform Tushikane e.V. about the status of the project on 

going. 

 

Project reporting/project documentation:  

Monthly cost report including invoices and a photo documentation of building 

progress, done by TUUNGANE.  

 

8. Maintenance and project completetion 

 

The hostel will be over given after completion to the district administration 

Mufindi. The district administration Mufindi will be the owner of the building 

and is responsible for the care and maintenance of the building and the 

interior. Tushikane e.V. determines the time for handing over the hostel to the 

district administration Mufindi. 

 


